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The objective of this research was to develop and utilize a method
for determining and examining the attitudes of U. S. Naval officers
toward civil service managerial and technical personnel. The six sub-
ject areas covered in the research were competence and motivation,
personal relationships, professional relationships, pay, personnel
rotation, and civilian personnel regulations. The major hypothesis
was that the general attitude of the average Naval officer toward his
civilian counterpart is negative. A questionnaire containing 27 ques-
tions was developed and distributed to 371 Naval officers who were
students at the Naval Postgraduate School. Responses were received from
197 officers which formed the total response population. From that
population, the responses of those officers who had directly supervised,
been supervised by, or worked closely with civilians were extracted,
analyzed separately, and compared with the responses of the total popu-
lation. Narrative comments submitted by the respondents were also ana-
lyzed. The research led to the conclusion that the major hypothesis
was generally erroneous. A second major conclusion was that close
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I. INTRODUCTION
"Most Naval officers think civil servants are sandcrabs. They never
go to sea, and they will run in any direction, including sideways,
to get out of work!" —anonymous Naval officer quotation.
The Constitution of the United States requires that the military
forces of this country be under the ultimate control of civilians. With-
in the Department of Defense, however, the majority of the non-combat
workforce is comprised of civilians under the leadership and control of
military officers. ' This "sandwich" structure brings together two
groups of individuals, military personnel and civilians, which have dif-
ferent professional backgrounds and different perspectives. When any
two groups which have basic differences in perspective are required to
coexist, adverse attitudes and conflicts are possible. When two such
groups are expected not only to coexist but also to collectively form
one of the largest work units in the world and to provide for the national
defense of the country, the attitudes of each group toward members of the
other group become a vital factor of success.
The typical civilian manager within the United States Navy reports
directly to and works directly for many Navy officers throughout his
career. It is therefore important for him to know what these officers
as a group think of civilian employees. The major hypothesis of this
research was that the general attitude of the average Naval officer toward
As of June 30, 1976, there were 1,008,981 civilian employees of the
Department of Defense including 315, UhO in the Department of Navy. Source
World Almanac and Book of Facts 1977
,
page 129. There were only 282,198
officers in the entire Department of Defense of which 63,398 were Naval
officers. Source: 1977 Uniformed Services Almanac, page 152.

his civilian counterpart is negative. The general objective of thir
research effort was, therefore, to develop and utilize a method for
determining and examining the attitudes of Naval officers toward civil
service managerial and technical personnel in order to prove or dis-
prove that hypothesis.
The research produced information which can help both Navy civilian
managers and officers to be more effective in the combined military-
civilian structure. Actions can be taken by both groups to dispel nega-
tive officer attitudes and reinforce positive attitudes. By taking these
actions, the military-civilian group will have the opportunity to devote
more time and effort to common goals and become a more productive work
unit.
This research also produced a valuable point of departure for needed
additional research. The survey population of this research was neces-
sarily limited. Much benefit could be derived from expanding the
research to a greater population of Naval officers, to officers of the
other military services, and zo the civil service community. The
encouraging response and interest shown by respondents reinforced the
value of the research and the validity of the approach.

II. OBJECTIVES
The general objective of this research was to develop and utilize
a method for determining and examining the attitudes of Naval officers
toward civil service managerial and technical personnel. Specific objec-
tives were established for both the research performance and the presen-
tation of results. The specific objective of the research performance
was to examine the validity of the major hypothesis that the general
attitude of the average Naval officer toward his civilian counterpart
is negative. This led to the development of a list of six subject areas
to be examined. Specific hypotheses were developed for each subject area
with the corresponding objective of obtaining the officer attitudes in
each area and thereby testing the hypotheses. The subject areas included
competence and motivation, personal relationships, professional relation-
ships, pag personnel rotation, and regulations. The specific hypotheses
related to each area are discussed in Chapter 7. It is very important
that the reader understand from the outset that the purpose of this
research was to obtain attitudes and perceptions rather than actual
conditions and realities. Although the bibliography includes documents
which aid in ascertaining the realities of various aspects of civil
service, no attempt was made to refute, justify, or argue with the
results of the survey.
There were three specific objectives for the presentation of the
results of the research. The first was that the report could be easily
read and understood by anyone having an interest in the subject. This
objective dictated the format and the language used herein. Mathematical
'
and statistical language requiring specialized training for proper inter-
pretation was intentions 117 avoided. Another specific objective of
presentation was that the reporting of results would be concise. For
this reason, each subject area is discussed as an individual unit in
Chapter V. All data related to each question accompanies the narrative
for that question. Discussion of the relationships between questions
within each subject area has been included in the discussion of the
appropriate question. Finally, the presentation of the results was
designed to be useful to the reader. The obvious questions and rela-
tionships have been addressed. However, there are many additional
correlations possible which were not addressed and which would have





The procedural method utilized in this research consisted of four
major elements. These were the literature investigation, development
of the survey questionnaire, the survey, and the data analysis. The
literature investigation revealed that little previous research had
ever been accomplished on the attitudes of Naval officers toward civil
service personnel and that none had been accomplished in the last
twelve years. For that reason and because of the rapidly changing
environment during the pa3t decade which led to new and different atti-
tudes in nearly every subject area, it was concluded that a basic research
approach should be pursued, A brief summary of the results of the litera-
ture investigation is contained in the following chapter.
The second element of the research was the development of the survey
questionnaire which would be used to obtain the attitudes of Naval
officers in six broad subject areas. Those six areas were competence
and motivation, personal relationships, professional relationships, pay,
personnel rotation, and regulations. A draft questionnaire was developed
which was designed to be easily understood, interesting, unbiased, and
to require fifteen minutes or less for completion. That questionnaire
(Appendix A) was distributed to a sample population comprised of officers,
civilians, and faculty members with a request (Appendix B) that each
provide recommendations for improvement and the amount of time required
for completion. The final questionnaire (Appendix G) was developed
incorporating the responses from the sample survey. With the exception
of clarifying changes in the wording of questions, the only significant
11

change reflected in the final questionnaire was the provision of space
after each question for the comments of the respondent. As discussed in
Chapter V, this proved to be a very valuable addition to the research
vehicle. The final questionnaire was printed on light blue paper to
draw attention to it and for ease of identification.
The questionnaire was distributed to the 371 Naval officers at the
Naval Postgraduate School who were scheduled to graduate after Spetember,
1977. The memorandum used to distribute the questionnaire is Appendix D.
Figure 1 shows the distribution by Officer Designator Code of the total
survey population of 371 officers and of the total respondent population
of 197 officers. Appendix E provides narrative descriptions of the
Officer Designator Codes.
The data analysis element of the research began with the extraction
for manual analysis of all comments provided by the respondents. The
multiple choice responses were transformed into a suitable format and a
machine program was developed to tabulate the responses and provide the
desired relationships among various questions* The machine also separated
from the total population those respondents who indicated that they bad
previously directly supervised, been supervised by, or worked closely
with civil service management and technical personnel. This group was
referred to as the "contact population" and has that nomenclature through-
out this document. The responses of the contact population were tabu-
lated and analyzed separately because those responses were based on actual
knowledge rather than hearsay or speculation. Chapter V therefore
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Daring the last twenty-five years, many books have been written on
practically every management problem and every combination of management
attitudes except the attitudes of military officers toward civil service
personnel. A comprehensive search of the literature identified many
works on the subjects of the civil service system and its management
problems, the military system and its problems, military attitudes toward
military personnel, civilian attitudes toward civilian personnel, the
attitudes of civilian communities toward military personnel and practi-
cally every other combination possible except the one which was the sub-
ject of this research. Especially during the two five-year periods of
1952 to 1957 and 1962 to 1967, great emphasis was placed on the problems
of the civil service system and recommendations for its reform. The
2
most complete work on the subject was the Hoover Commission Report
which resulted from a study conducted between 19U9 and 1955. Like that
report, however, other books written during those periods either ignored
or simply acknowledged the existence of the military-civilian structure
and treated a particular subject within one segment or the other. Listed
in the bibliography are several of the more important works on related
subjects but none which address the attitudes of military officers toward
civil service personnel.
Similar to the authors of books, those who have done research and
2
" This report was published in 1955 and was formally entitled the




written theses or reports have not chosen this subject. While many have
written on various facets of military and civilian service as separate
entities, the only researcher who directly addressed the military-
civilian work environment was Raymond Paulsen. In 1965, Paulsen authored
a thesis entitled Military Managers in the Joint Military-Civil Service
Organization in which he concentrated his research on the problems faced
by the Civil Engineer Corps officer in the military-civil service organi-
zation. When Paulsen began his research, he found that no comparable
research preceded his. Paulsen's concentration was specifically on the
problems and personnel conflicts confronting the junior officer caused
by differences between the military and civilian personnel and career
systems, rotation of officers, and lack of experience. The thrust of
his thesis was toward making the junior officer more effective by
pointing out some of the problems and providing effective supervision
techniques which could help alleviate those problems. Paulsen utilized
a questionnaire which was distributed to 100 military officers with the
rank of Commander or Captain and 100 civilians in the grades of GS-9
through GS-lii. Some of the questions paralleled questions utilized in
this research and Paulsen's results are included in the appropriate
discussions in Chapter V.
The most recent research related to military-civilian interfaces is
the Navy Human Resource Management Survey (HRMS) currently in progress.
While efforts to date have been limited to organizations which are pre-
dominantly military, plans include extending the area of research to
military-civilian organizations. The HRM survey is an opinion- soliciting
vehicle which addresses potential problem areas on a work unit or local
15

organization basis. It was designed specifically to aid the commanding
officer in evaluating his local situation based upon the response of
subordinates to the surrey. When extended to military-civilian organi-
zations, the survey will continue to perform that function and will not
emphasize the attitudes of military officers toward civilians.
A thorough search of military-oriented periodicals published since
1973 revealed no evidence that the attitudes of Naval officers toward
civil service personnel have been or are now being studied or discussed.
The search included a laborious review of the non-indexed Navy Times
which provides detailed coverage of activities and surveys conducted
within the Naval military community while virtually ignoring its
civilian employees. The Air Force Times , which achieves more of a balance
in coverage, reported the results on the "quality of life" survey con-
ducted by the Air Force Management Improvement Group in 1975. That sur-
vey, conducted first among military personnel and then among civilians
included nine factors which contribute to the "quality of life".
Although some of those factors related to areas addressed in this research,
the Air Force survey was largely introspective in nature, requiring the
respondent to look at himself rather than at his attitudes toward others.
In addition, many thousands of periodical pages have been devoted to
discussions, arguments, and opinions related to all aspects of military,
civil service, and private sector pay and their comparability. However,
the review of periodical literature led to the conclusion that consensus
on the pay issue is totally impossible.
In summary, the literature investigation revealed that the study of
attitudes of military officers toward civil service personnel has been
very limited. Within the Navy, specific research on the attitudes of
16

officers toward civilian management and technical personnel has never
been performed and most of the research on related subjects is more
than a decade old. Because of the rapidly changing environment of the
1970' s, the results of such research is of very limited usefulness,





A. THE QUESTIONNAIRE—AN OVERVIEW
The questionnaire (Appendix G) utilized in the survey contained 27
questions. Three questions were included to obtain information which
would separate the "contact" population from the total population of
respondents. An additional question (Question 27) obtained the rank
and officer designator code of each respondent. Figure 2 shows the
rank distribution of the respondents with Figure 2A showing the distri-
bution of the total responding population and Figure 2B that of the
contact population. Figure 3 shows the officer designator code distri-
bution of the total and of the contact populations. The remaining
23 questions were designed to obtain the attitudes of the respondents
toward civil service managerial and technical personnel as they related
to six broad subject areas. The subject areas were competence and
motivation^ personal relationships, professional relationships, pay,
personnel rotation, and regulations. The number of questions devoted to
each subject area ranged from two to seven. All questions related to
attitudes were amltiple choice and respondents were requested to answer
all questions. Only one answer to each question was permitted and the
instructions cautioned that attitudes should be the personal attitudes
of the respondent and should be related specifically to managerial and
technical civil service personnel and not to secretarial or clerical




employees. A space for comments was provided following each question
and 113 of the 197 respondents, or $7%, took the opportunity to comment
on one or more questions. These comments proved extremely valuable in
providing suggested improvements for future questionnaires and insight
into the rationale behind many of the responses. Questions from the
six areas were intermixed, and some questions were positive in orienta-
tion while others were negative. For the presentation of the survey
results which follows, however, all questions related to each subject
area are discussed as a group.
19
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B. A QUESTIONNAIRE DEFICIENCY
The survey questionnaire was distributed to 371 officers. Of that
number, 197 officers answered at least one question and were included
in what is referred to throughout this document as the "total respondent
population". An unforeseen deficiency in the questionnaire instructions
undoubtedly prevented the good response rate of 53% from being even
better. That deficiency was that the instructions failed to state that
supervision of or by civilians was not a prerequisite for participation
in the survey. Questions 1 and 2 asked for the number of years the
officer had supervised civilians and the number he had been supervised
by civilians respectively. Question 3 then asked for his general atti-
tude toward the competence of civilians. Many officers read those
three questions and decided that if their answer to the first two
questions was zero, they would not be able to meaningfully answer the
remaining questions. At that point, those officers either discarded the
questionnaire, wrote a note on the transmittal memorandum or on the
questionnaire stating their inability to participate and returned it
blank, or answered only the first two or three questions before making
such a statement in the "comments" space after 'Question 3. Only if the
respondent chose the third of these alternatives was he included in the
total respondent population. Obviously, none of these officers were in
the contact population. Unfortunately, this entire situation could have
been easily avoided by including one additional statement in the instruc-




C. THE CONTACT POPULATION
The contact population included 90 officers who indicated through
their responses to Questions 1, 2, and U that they had directly supervised,
been supervised by, or worked closely with civil service managerial or
technical personnel. This population was isolated from the total popu-
lation because the attitudes of these officers were based more on actual
knowledge than on hearsay or speculation. In response to Question 1,
60 officers of the 90 in the contact population indicated that they had
directly supervised civilian managers or technicians. Figure U gives
the distribution of those 60 officers by years of supervision. As might
be expected because of officer rotation, U7 of the 60, or 78$, have
three years or less of civilian supervisory experience. This total
group of officers with supervisory experience comprised approximately
30$ of the total respondent population. As shown in Figure 5, very few
officers indicated through their responses to Question 2 that they had
been supervised by civilian managers. Only 19 officers, or less than
10$ of the total population, were in this group with over half of that
number indicating one year or less of supervision by a civilian.
The roost useful vehicle for isolating the contact population was
Question U. After generally rating in Question 3 the competence of
civilian managers and technical employees as a group, the officers were
asked in Question U the source of that attitude. For convenience,
Figure 6 which shows the distribution of answers to Question h, also
includes a reprint of the question exactly as it appeared on the ques-
tionnaire. The 79 officers who responded by saying that regular personal
interaction with civilians in the daily work environment contributed 300 st
to the attitude were included in the contact population. This repre-
23

sented U0$ of the total population and QQ% of the contact population.
It would seem logical that all 90 officers in the contact population
would have had regular personal interaction with civilians. However,
11 of the officers who indicated that they had supervised or been super-
vised by civilians did not select that response. This difference was
unexpected but was explained by some of the 19 comments received on
Question U. Some officers indicated that their experience with civilians
was gained at large shipyards or in similar environments where they
"supervised" civilians whom they rarely saw. Others commented that they
had close friends or relatives in civil service managerial or technical
positions and with whom they interacted regularly but did not supervise.
These two types of situations collectively explained the difference
between the two numbers. It was very significant that 7$% of the total
population of respondents, or lii.9 officers, indicated in response to
Question U that the attitudes expressed in the survey were based upon
personal interaction with civilian personnel rather than on observation,
discussion with other officers, or other factors. The exact distribu-
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QUESTION: Which contributed most to your general attitude?
Total
Response
(a) Regular personal interaction with
civilians (daily work environment).
(b) Occasional personal interaction
with civilians.
(c) Observation of civilians.
(d) Discussions with other officers.
(e) Other factors such as self-study



















FIGURE 6 : DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO 3UESTIC
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D. EXTREMES IN ATTITUDE
Before proceeding to the analysis of the questions within the indi-
vidual subject areas, an analysis was performed on the total population
to determine the number of officers who indicated an extremely positive
or extremely negative attitude toward civilians. There were 20 questions
on the survey questionnaire by which a positive or negative attitude
could be expressed. Only Questions 1, 2, U, 8, 17, 26, and 27 were
informational and neutral in nature. The criteria for isolation of
extremely positive and negative attitudes were that the respondent
must have no more than one non-conforming answer for every six answers
and that a non-neutral attitude must be expressed on at least 1$ of
the 20 questions. This meant that if an opinion was expressed for 15
of the 20 questions, only 2 of the answers could indicate an attitude
opposite from the prevalent attitude.
Applying the above criteria to the total population of respondents
yielded lit. officers who were considered to have extremely positive atti-
tudes and five with extremely negative attitudes. Of the Hi with
extremely positive attitudes, eight were in the contact population and
six were not. Of the five with extremely negative attitudes, two were
in the contact population. Both of these ratios were close enough to
5C# to lead to the conclusion that those who had not been in close con-
tact with civilians were as likely to be strongly opinionated as those
who had been. It was interesting that those with extremely negative
attitudes were more consistently negative than those with extremely
positive attitudes were positive. This was indicated by the fact that
80£ of those with negative attitudes had one or no positive responses




This identification of officers with extremely positive or negative
attitudes brought the validity of the general hypothesis of this research
effort under suspicion because there were nearly three times as many
officers with extremely positive attitudes. However, the very small
percentage of officers in either group somewhat discounted the value
of this particular analysis.
28

E. COMPETENCE AND MOTIVATION
There were six questions distributed throughout the questionnaire
which solicited attitudes related to the competence and motivation of
civil service managerial and technical personnel. The purpose of
these questions was to test the general hypothesis that the majority
of officers believe civilians to be below average in competence and
lacking in personal motivation.
1« Question 3
Question: How would you generally rate the competence of
civilian managers and technical employees?
The key word in this question is "generally". This question was
designed to ascertain the overall attitude of the respondent. The spe-
cific hypothesis was that the majority of officers would indicate "below
average" or "incompetent" as their choice. It is very apparent in
Figure 7, which shows the distribution of responses, that this hypo-
thesis was incorrect. Ten percent of the total population did not
answer this question and of the remaining 90%, over half (53%) chose
"competent" or "highly competent". The percentage was much higher among
the 90 officers in the contact population with $9% indicating the
opinion that civilians are competent. It was encouraging to observe
that direct contact with civilians had a positive effect on attitudes
concerning competence. Illustrating the magnitude of error in the
hypothesis was the fact that only one officer of the total population
of 197 chose "incompetent" as his choice. Ironically, that same officer
was also in the contact population, being a lieutenant with three years
experience in supervising civilians and one year under civilian super-
vision. His responses to all questions indicated an extremely negative
29

attitude toward civilians with his comment on Question 3 being that
civilians "don't work and you can't get them fired".
A total of U3 officers wrote narrative comments on Question 3.
As with most questions throughout the survey, there was considerable
repetition with the majority of comments falling within a few major
categories. The first category contained comments related to the state-
ment of the question. Those commenting on the structure of Question 3
complained, that it was too general or that it did not state the group
to which civilians were to be compared. The second category of comments
contained personal experiences without stating any opinion not expressed
in the selected multiple choice answer. These comments, while interest-
ing, gave little additional insight into the attitudes of the respondent.
Following those two categories of comments, there were those which gave
insight into the reasons for the attitudes expressed in the multiple
choice answer. Those were the extremely valuable comments. Question 3
prompted many to say that a generalization was very difficult because
there are both competent and incompetent civilians. Most of those
indicated either in their comments or in their multiple choice selec-
tion, however, that there were more competent than incompetent civilians.
Some said that this was also true of military personnel. One group of
comments was somewhat disturbing because those officers indicated that
their attitudes were based on association with civilian technical repre-
sentatives who worked for private contractors. That, of course, was
not the intent of this question or this survey. It was interesting to
note however that almost without exception the comments indicated that
those technical representatives were considered to be extremely competent,
A final group of comments on this question indicated the feeling that
30

the perceived competence of civilians is a function of the management
system and that the management system is poor.
31
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Statement: "Civilians usual! 7 lack self-motivation."
Question 10 asked the respondents to what extent they agreed or
disagreed with the above statement. In support of the general hypothe-
sis, the specific hypothesis for this question was that the majority
would agree with the statement. Figure 8 gives the distribution of
responses for both populations and shows that 56$ of the total popula-
tion and 63$ of the contact population disagreed with the statement
thereby expressing the attitude that civilians are, in general, self-
raotivated. As was the case in the previous question, direct exposure to
civilians led to improved attitudes among officers.
There was a strong relationship between the negative responses
to this question and the responses to Question 19 which dealt with the
willingness of civilians to work more than U0 hours per week. Of the
3k officers in the total population who indicated that civilians lack
self-motivation, 2k (71$) said that civilians would not be willing to
work more than U0 hours per week in order to do a good job. Among the
contact population, 13 of 16 officers (81$) gave that response. '/Jhen
related to Question 22, however, the results were surprisingly different.
Only five of the 3k officers (15$) in the total population and three
of the 16 (19$) in the contact population who said that civilians lack
self-motivation also said that civilians generally have a negative
attitude toward their jobs.
The majority of the 25 comments received on Question 10 indicated
the difficulty of generalizing on this subject. Most said that self-
motivation varies with individuals and many said that civilians within
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Statement: "Generally, civilians have enough education and
training for the jobs they do."
Officer reaction to this statement is shown in Figure 9. No
other question in the entire survey received more agreement among the
total population than did this question. As figure 9 shows, over two-
thirds of the respondents felt that civilian managers and technical
employees have adequate education and training with no officers strongly
believing otherwise. This question was included to determine if lack
of education was a significant factor for those expressing a negative
attitude toward civilian competence in Question 3. It was clearly
shown that lack of education and training are not significant contri-
butors when only 19^ of the officers who said that civilians were below
average or incompetent also said that civilians lack proper education
and training for their jobs.
Only U comments were received on this question. Some of those
commenting stressed the importance of continuing education to keep pace
with technological change while others indicated that many civilians






















































QUESTION: "Generally, civilians have
the jobs they do."
ResDonse
a - b c d e N/R
Response
Figure 9 3
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Statement: "Civilians generally perform well when working
under stressful conditions (short deadlines, etc.)*"
The hypothesis related to the above statement was that most
officers would disagree based upon a conscious or subconscious compari-
son of civilians with military officers who pride themselves in an
ability to perform well in stressful circumstances. As shown in Figure
10, opinions among the total population were almost equally divided
among those who agreed (36%\ disagreed (3Q£) and had no opinion (29^).
However, among the contact population this was not the case, with exactly
50^ of the officers agreeing that civilians generally work well under
stress. As would be expected, the percentage of officers in the contact
population expressing no opinion was significantly less than in the total
population which allowed the percentage of those who disagreed to rise
also. However, the percentage of those among the contact population
who disagreed only rose by four while the percentage agreeing rose by 1U.
As was the case for Questions 3 and 10, this clearly indicates that close
contact with civilians had a positive effect on the attitude of officers
in the contact population.
The 28 comments on this question were almost equally divided
between those who agreed that civilians work well under stressful condi-
tions and those who disagreed. However, even the comments from those
who agreed were not always complimentary. Some indicated that civilians
cannot work well under continuously stressful circumstances or that
civilians complained too much when working under stress. As was almost
always the case, some said that civilians were no different from other
groups of people and that generalization was difficult. As was expected,
37

the more negative comments concerned the comparison between civilians
and military personnel under stress. Several commented that civilians
were not trained to perform well in such circumstances. Others said
that the civilian management systems did not provide or allow motiva-
tional techniques used in the military system for assuring adequate
performance in stressful situations. Finally, some simply stated that
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Statement: "Most ciTilian managers and technical personnel
are willing to work the number of hours needed to do a good job even
if it requires more than kO hours per week."
The responses to this statement had much in common with those
of the previous question, as Figure 11 shows. However, many of the
37 narrative comments indicated a misconception among officers which
affected the response. While Figure UA shows that the total population
contained approximately equal numbers of those agreeing and disagreeing,
many officers believed that civilians were automatically paid for any
hours worked in excess of UO per week. Others assumed that, even if
payment was not mandatory, overtime pay or compensatory time is nor-
mally given to civilian managers and technical personnel. The intent
of the question was that the respondents assume that work in excess of
UO hours per week would not necessarily be compensated but would be
performed in order to satisfactorily perform the job. The question
did not address the subject of compensation however, leaving that to
the judgement of the respondent. Because of this deficiency in the
question, a detailed analysis of the responses was of questionable
value. However the difference between the total population and the
contact population wa3 similar to that in Question 18 and was signifi-
cant in that it again demonstrated that contact with civilians tends
to improve the officer's attitude toward them. Whereas the percentage
of those disagreeing that civilians are willing to work the necessary
hours to do a good job only changed by one between the total and con-
tact populations, the percentage of those agreeing rose from 35% to hT&.
After accounting for the difference in "no opinion" responses within
Uo

the total populations, the similarity of Figures 10 and 11 are obvious.
This close relationship between the attitudes represented in the responses
to the two questions was also evidenced by the fact that 86^ of those in
the total population and 6% of those in the contact population who dis-
agreed with the statement in the previous question also disagreed with
that in Question 19.
Aside from the compensation interpretation discussed above, the
comments on Question 19 addressed some other aspects of officer attitudes
on this subject. Some officers indicated that civilians will only work
if overtime is compensated and others stated that civilians will not
even work excess hours when paid overtime is authorized. One comment
was, "When the whistle blows, they goes!" Several comments indicated
in different words that civilians are not as conscientious in their




























































QUESTION: "Most civilian managers and technical personnel are willing
to work the number of hours needed to do a good job even
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Question: How would you generally characterize the attitudes
of civilian managers and technical employees toward their own jobs?
This final question in the subject area of competence and
motivation was general in nature, similar to Question 3. The responses
are shown in Figure 12 and indicate very strongly that officers be-
lieve that civilians generally have positive attitudes toward their
jobs. It was significant that only $% of the total population and h%
of the contact population indicated the opinion that more civilians
have negative attitudes than positive. None indicated that most
civilians have negative attitudes. Again, the difference between
Figures 12A and 12B indicate an improvement with contact in the officer
opinion of civilian attitudes.
Only nine comments were received on this question and most of
them indicated that this was not a subject which had received previous
thought or for which the respondent held a strong position. One comment
stated the respondent's theory that civilians have positive attitudes
because they "know it's a good deal."
U3
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QUESTION: How would you generally characterize the attitudes of civil-
ian managers and technical employees toward their own jobs?
Total Contact
Response
(a) Most have a positive attitude.
(b) More have a positive attitude
than negative.
(c) There is no apparent general attitude.
(d) More have a negative attitude
than positive.
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Three questions were included in the questionnaire to determine the
validity of the hypothesis that the majority of officers do not have a
desire to develop personal relationships with their civilian counter-
parts, that officers do not believe that the civilians have that desire
either, and that officers believe the personal goals of the two groups
to be different. Unlike the questions covering the other subject areas,
these three questions were grouped together and were located in the
middle of the questionnaire. This was done in an attempt to break any
mind set which might have been developing with regard to the job related
questions.
1. Question 13
Statement: "I generally have no desire to develop off-hours
social relationships with the civilians with whom I work."
The responses to thi3 statement are shown in Figure 13. Only
one officer in the total population strongly agreed and only 1U agreed
to any extent. Among those 1U officers, it was interesting that only
three indicated in response to Question 15 that the personal goals of
civilians differ from those of officers, and only four indicated on
Question 16 that professional goals differ. The one officer who strongly
agreed was a lieutenant who had not supervised or been supervised by a
civilian but who had worked closely with civilians and who had an
extremely negative attitude as defined in Section D of this chapter.
Sixty percent of the total population and 71$ of the contact population
disagreed, thereby indicating a desire to develop friendships among the
civilian workforce. The increase in the percentage of officers disagree-
ing in the contact population indicated that close contact with civilians
U5

has a positive effect on officer attitudes toward them. The responses
to this question not only disproved the first basic hypothesis but also
tended to invalidate theories offered by Paulsen. Although he did not
include this subject in his research, Paulsen stated that irritation
does exist between the two groups which drive them apart professionally
and personally. This irritation, according to Paulsen, was attributed
to the Navy officers not accepting civilians as part of "the Navy team",
differences of the rank and pay systems, and the tendency of the tran-
sient officers to complain to civilians about local conditions (p. 3).
This question brought comments which ranged in opinion from
one expressing strong disagreement by saying, "I socialize more with
civilians than officers." to one expressing agreement and saying, "I
don't believe in close friendships with subordinates." Most of the
2li comments were between these two however, with Uj. officers saying
that the development of friendships depended on individual personalities





























































QUESTION: "I generally have no desire to develop off-hours social
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Statement: "Generally, civilians do not want to develop
friendships with officers."
This question was obviously the counterpart to the previous
question and the response shown in Figure lU was almost identical.
An additional 8% of the total population expressed no opinion thereby
reducing the percent agreeing from 7% to h&> and the percent disagreeing
from 6(# to 55%. Among the officers in the contact population the
response was very close to the same with a total of 12% disagreeing
compared to 71$ for Question 13. Ninety-six of the 118 officers (81$)
in the total population who disagreed in Question 13 also disagreed
with the above statement. Among the contact population 57 of 6U, or
&9%, disagreed with both statements. Taken together, therefore, the
responses to these two questions clearly indicated the first two
hypotheses to be erroneous.
As might have been expected, the comments on this question,
though not as numerous, were also similar to those on Question 13. Most
of the lli comments indicated friendships were an individual choice based
on mutual interests. Some indicated, however, that civilians were some-
times reluctant to develop friendships with officers because of age
differences or officer rotation.
U8
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Statement: "Civilians in jobs similar to mine usually have
personal goals very similar to mine."
This question provided a link between Questions 13 and Hi, and
Question 16, which addressed professional relationships. Among the total
population, responses were not nearly as one-sided as in the previous
two questions with 39^ agreeing and 29% disagreeing. Among the contact
population, however, the percentage of "no opinion" responses dropped
with the total difference being added to those agreeing. The percen-
tage of those disagreeing remained virtually the same among both popula-
tions. It was obvious from an examination of the two distributions
that officers who were in the contact population had found through
experience that civilian personal goals were more similar to their own
goals than they had expected.
Narrative comments on this subject were more from those disagree-
ing than those agreeing. One disagreeing maverick stated that he had
not found many people in the military or civil service who had personal
goals in common with him. Most of the comments from those disagreeing,
however, indicated the general opinion that officers are more ambitious
and conscientious about their jobs than civilians. Those who agreed
indicated that the truly personal goals such as family, salary, and
advancement were similar and that the goals of civilians and officers
in truly comparable jobs (civilian pilots and military pilots) were
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The subject of professional relationships between military officers
and their civilian counterparts had more questions devoted to it than
any of the other subjects. The seven questions were distributed
throughout the questionnaire and ranged from very general in nature to
very specific. Questions 5 and 6 addressed general professional rela-
tionships; Questions 7, 9, 20, and 25 addressed supervisory relationships;
and Question 16 addressed professional goals. Hypotheses related to the
individual areas are discussed with the applicable questions.
1. Question 5
Question: "In general, how would you describe the attitude of
civilians toward military officers in a mixed military-civilian organi-
zation?"
The hypotheses associated with this question and Question 6
were that officers believe that civilians resent them and that, for
this and other reasons, the two groups have some difficulty working
together. Figure 16 summarizes the response to Question 5 and shows
that nearly half of the officers in both populations indicated that
there is no general pattern in the attitudes of civilians toward
officers. Similar to the previously discussed subject areas, responses
from the contact population indicated a positive change in officer
attitudes after association with civilians. A greater percentage of
officers within the contact population responded either that most
civilians appreciate officers or that more appreciate than resent them.
Only 11 percent of all respondents expressed the opinion that more
civilians resent than appreciate officers and none felt that most
civilians resent officers. In summary, over three times as many in the
52

total population and over four times as many in the contact population
expressed opinions contrary to the hypothesis than opinions of agreement.
Seven of the 22 comments vhich were offered on this question
were contrary to the theory expressed by Paulsen on this subject.
Paulsen, a Navy officer himself, stated on Page 3 of his thesis:
Many military personnel that have been assigned to a strictly mili-
tary organization earnestly feel that there are no civilians in the
Navy. However, every civil service employee that works for the
Department of the Navy is a member of the Navy team. Others accept
the fact that civilians are on the Navy team, but consider them on
the second or third team rather than on the varsity. This is a symp-
tom of some of the problems that exist in the relationship of mili-
tary and civilians in the Navy organization.
In commenting on Question 5 however, seven officers expressed the opinion
that civilians feel they are the "varsity" and consider the officers in
a mixed organization to be transients who are intruding on their empire
and whom they must tolerate. One officer stated that "most civilians
I've encountered feel anyone can be an officer or replace an officer but
no one can replace that civilian in his job." Another said that civilians
view officers as "second class citizens". Other comments indicated that
the attitudes of civilians toward officers was largely an individual or
personal matter which was influenced greatly by the attitude, competence,
and personality of the officer involved.
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iUESTION: In general, how would you describe the attitude of civilians
toward military officers in a mixed military-civilian
organization?
iesponse
(a) Most civilians appreciate officers.
(b) More civilians appreciate than
resent officers.
(c) Some appreciate, some resent
—
no general pattern.
(d) More civilians resent than
appreciate officers.
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Statement: "I work very well with civilians."
Figure 17 shows that QQ% of the contact population agreed with
the above statement, the highest percentage of that population agreeing
with any statement in the entire survey. The fact that only 61$ of
the total population agreed again illustrated the positive effect of
close contact with civil service personnel on officer attitudes. The
high number of officers agreeing compared to only five percent disagree-
ing and the fact that no officers strongly disagreed proved the error
of the hypothesis that officers do not feel they work well with
civilians. Only two officers in the total population and none in the
contact population completely supported both hypotheses related to
Questions £ and 6.
Sixteen comments were submitted on this question. Several of
those comments again indicated that military-civilian working relation-
ships were individual circumstances which vary greatly depending on
the personalities and capabilitiea involved. Some officers said that
they had the same or less difficulty in working well with civilians
than with fellow officers.
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Statement: "The military commanding officer of a mixed military-
civilian organization should have a civilian deputy rather than a mili-
tary executive officer."
This was the first of four questions on the subject of super-
visory relationships. Questions 7 and 9 were very closely related while
Question 20 addressed the effect of officer age on supervisory relation-
ships and Question 25 the effect of rotation. The hypothesis related
to Questions 7 and 9 was that officers would have attitudes in favor
of a completely military chain of command, even in a mixed organization.
However, both the multiple choice responses shown in Figure 18 and the
narrative comments indicated that officer attitudes are evenly distri-
buted on this subject. Within both populations, nearly 2C# expressed
no opinion with only a seven percent difference between those agreeing
and those disagreeing in the total population and an eight percent dif-
ference in the contact population.
The relatively high number of comments on this question indi-
cated an interest among the respondents and provided good insight into
the reason for the equal distribution of responses. Although some sub-
mitted comments supporting a particular position, almost a third of the
39 comments indicated that the commanding officer of a mixed organiza-
tion should have both a military executive officer and a civilian deputy.
Those disagreeing that a civilian deputy was needed based their position
on one of three reasons. Some said that a civilian personnel officer
would be sufficient, some that civilians had too much power already and
that a civilian deputy would lead to more "empire-building", and others
said that the civilians must be under the complete control of the military,
57

One officer submitted that "the civilians oust serve the military
organization." Those agreeing that a civilian deputy was needed sup-
ported that position by saying a civilian deputy would provide more
continuity for the organization, would have better knowledge of civilian
rules and regulations, would prevent civilian apathy, or would be espe-
cially useful in a union-organized installation. Many who indicated
no opinion simply commented that the type of organization and the
civilian-military mix should determine whether the second man is an
officer or a civilian. Paulsen's research among the civilian community
of a mixed organization yielded the recommendation that "whenever possible,
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Statement: "Civilians should hold the jobs immediately below
the commanding officer and executive officer in a mixed military-
civilian organization."
This question was misunderstood by many officers to be the same
as Question 7. The intent of this question was that the respondent
assume that both the commanding officer and the executive officer were
military. Having assumed that, the question was whether the third
level of supervision such as division directors, and laboratory heads
should be military or civilian. Figure 19 shows however that the main
effect of this misunderstanding was a much higher than normal number of
"no opinion" responses, with 26% of the total population and 3G? of the
contact population so responding. As with Question 7, the remaining
attitudes were almost equally divided between agreement and disagreement
with few officers feeling strongly on either side of the question.
Twenty percent of the 1x2 narrative comments either directly
addressed the similarity of Questions 7 and 9 as discussed above or
indicated that the respondent believed the two questions to be the same.
The majority of the remaining comments indicated that the type of
people filling the third level positions should be determined by the
mission of the organization, the expertise of individuals available,
the type of position, and/or the civilian-military mix. As before, some
said "civilians should not be in the direct chain of command" or "I do
not like military working for civilian bosses in technical areas".
Another said there should be a civilian chain of command equal to the
military chain, thereby indicating the range of attitudes on the subject.
In summary, the distribution of responses to these two questions
60

illustrated that the lack of agreement and certainty were as great on
this subject as on any other addressed in the survey. Approximately
half of the officers expressed an opinion supporting the hypothesis
and half did not.
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QUESTION: "Civilians should hold the jobs immediately below the com-
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Statement: "Younger military officers often have difficulty
effectively supervising older civilian employees."
The plight of the young officer in a military-civilian organi-
zation was the primary subject of Paulsen's research. He stated early
in his thesis (p. U) that:
In some cases, junior officers are placed in positions where they
supervise older, more experienced, civilian personnel. This causes
friction in the organization. Resentment is not so much caused by
difference in age, but rather lack of experience. This problem is
minimized by the officer who recognizes his limitations, acknow-
ledges the experience of the civil servant, and uses that valuable
experience and talent.
Whereas Question 20 was the only question on the subject in this research,
Paulsen included seven questions related to the age of officers in his
questionnaire. The results of his survey are contained in pages 39
through U3 of his thesis. Paulsen's question which most nearly parallels
Question 20 was Question 6: "Do Civil Service employees resent being
supervised by officers younger than themselves?" Of the 87 officers in
his survey population, $1 ($9%) answered "yes" and 28 (32?) answered
"no" to that question. The remainder did not answer. A civilian popu-
lation of 82 was asked the same question with UO {h,9%) answering "yes"
and UO {hS%) answering "no". Comments from both groups indicated that
the officer's attitude toward civilian ability and judgement, his per-
sonality, ability, education, and experience contributed more to
civilian attitudes than his age. These results of Paulsen's research
were taken as the hypothesis for this survey.
The responses to Question 20, as shown in Figure 20, indicate
results very similar to Paulsen's. The majority of officers in both
populations agreed that younger officers often have difficulty effec-
63

tively supervising older civilian employees. Among the officers with
actual experience in mixed organizations, 7l# expressed that opinion
compared to 61$ in the total population. It was interesting that
the result of this survey among the total population, 61$, was almost
identical to Paulsen's result, 59$. The percent of disagreement was
much lower than the corresponding result of Paulsen's survey, however.
This was attributed to the option which respondents had on this survey
to express no opinion, an option not available on the Paulsen question-
naire.
A large number of the 31 comments received on ^estion 20
agreed with the comments which Paulsen received. Respondents stated
that other factors such as attitudes, competence, knowledge, and
experience were much more important than age in determining the effec-
tiveness of the younger officer. They also pointed out that difficulties
are not limited to military-civilian relationships, saying that younger
officers also have difficulty in supervising older military personnel
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Question: "Do you think civilians wait out the transfer of a
commanding officer to avoid doing something with which they disagree?"
This was the last of four questions on the subject of super-
visory relationships. Like Question 20, it paralleled Question 17 in
Paulsen's survey which said: "It has been alleged that Civil Service
employees sometimes wait out the transfer of an officer to avoid doing
something with which they disagree. Have you ever observed or experi-
enced that situation?" In response to that question 68 officers (78$)
answered "yes", 13 03%) answered "no", and 6 {7%) did not respond.
A few commented to Paulsen that this had also been observed in military
personnel (p. U6). Again, Paulsen's results were used as a basis for
the hypothesis that the majority of officers would answer Question 25
positively. It was realized after the survey was conducted that the
available multiple choice responses, as shown on Figure 21, did not
include a completely negative response such as "Never" as an alternative.
This oversight in the structure of the question prevented direct com-
parison of the results with Paulsen's. However, it was clear that,
within both populations, well over half of the officers believe that
civilians sometimes or often wait out the transfer of a commanding officer,
This result compared favorably to Paulsen's result and therefore con-
firmed the stated hypothesis.
Few comments were received on Question 25, most of them being
one or two words reinforcing the multiple choice response. However, four
officers of the 12 commenting stated that military personnel also wait





























































QUESTION: Do you think civilians wait out the transfer of a commanding
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Statement: "Civilians in jobs comparable to mine usually have
professional goals very similar to mine."
This question, identical in wording to Question 15 with the
exception that "professional" was substituted for "personal", was the
only question in the last of three groups related to professional rela-
tionships. The distribution of responses to Question 16 is depicted
in Figure 22. A comparison with Figure 15 shows that responses among
the total population were almost identical for Questions 15 and 16,
never differing by more than 2%. Again, in that population there was
only a seven percent difference between those agreeing and those dis-
agreeing. Unlike the responses to Question 15, however, within the
contact population both the percentage of those agreeing and those dis-
agreeing increased significantly as the percentage expressing no
opinion fell. As Figure 22B shows, there was only a four percent dif-
ference between those agreeing and those disagreeing. This did not
support the hypothesis that officers believe their professional goals
to be significantly different from those of their civilian counterparts.
It was interesting that not all the same officers answered both ques-
tions the same. Of the 57 officers in the total population who said
their personal goals differed from those of civilians, only 36 or 63%
said their professional goals were also different. Within the contact
population, only 20 of 29 or 69% said both types of goals were different,
Seventeen comments were submitted on Question 16. While some
indicated that the goals are similar and only the paths to those goals
differ, most of the comments defended attitudes toward basic goal
differences. Some indicated that civilians place more emphasis on
68

specialization within narrow fields, others that civilians do not
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The hypotheses related to the two questions on compensation were
that most officers believe civilians are paid more than officers for
comparable jobs and civilians are paid enough or too much for the jobs
they perform. As discussed in Chapter IV, the subject of compensation
of civilian and military personnel receives more attention in the press
than all other subjects combined. No matter what opinion one holds on
this issue, adequate literature can easily be found in support of that
opinion. Consensus on the subject is impossible, disagreements are
strong, and arguments are easily provoked.
1. Question 12
Statement: "Considering both pay and fringe benefits, military
officers receive more than civilians for performing comparable jobs."
No other statement elicited stronger disagreement than this
one. As Figure 23 shows, 82% of the total population disagreed and only
2.$% agreed. Among the contact population, 88^ disagreed. The one
officer who strongly agreed was a lieutenant (j. g.) who had worked
closely with civilians but who had not supervised or been supervised by
them. It was important that, within both populations, the number of
officers strongly disagreeing was much higher on this question than on
any other in the survey. This indicated the depth of conviction sup-
porting that opinion. Therefore, the hypothesis that most officers
believe civilians are paid more than officers for comparable jobs was
overwhelmingly confirmed.
Considering the strong opinions on this subject, remarkably few
(29) comments were received. However, many of those comments expressed
very strong opinions. Seventeen of the 29 addressed the use of the word
71

"comparable" by stating that few civilian jobs are comparable to mili-
tary jobs. Those discussed such aspects of the military life as deploy-
ments, duty days, seven-day weeks, "mid watch in a State U sea at zero
visability and at uO degrees F.", lack of overtime pay, and other such
factors. One officer commented that "•Comparable jobs 1 refers to roughly
one fifth of a career military officer's responsibilities." Another said
simply, "Officers work harder and longer for less." Some were more
direct with "You have to be kidding!", and "No way!" One pointed out
that military officers are often ordered into jobs which would be per-
formed by a higher level civilian. Another addressed fringe benefits
by saying that an officer is required to pay more of his relocation
expenses than the civilian.
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Question: ""Which statement best describes your attitude con-
cerning the pay civilians receive compared to the jobs they do?"
Nearly one half of the officers in the total population and over
half of those in the contact population indicated that civilians are
paid commensurate with the jobs they perform (Figure 2li). The large
majority of those remaining in both populations said that civilians
are overpaid, with only 2^ of either population saying that they are
underpaid. It was interesting that Q9% of the officers who said
civilians are overpaid also said in answer to Question 12 that civilians
are paid more than officers for performing comparable jobs. In the
contact population a higher percentage of the respondents than in the
total population expressed the opinion that civilians are overpaid.
This was surprising because their answers to other questions throughout
the survey indicated that officers within the contact population had a
greater appreciation for the civilian and his efforts. It would appear
that a direct relationship would exist between appreciation and attitudes
concerning compensation. However, in this case close contact with
civilians increased both the percentage of officers stating that civilians
are paid commensurate with their jobs and the percentage of those stating
that civilians are overpaid.
Only l£ comments were received on Question 23. Although the
question specified that response was to be based on a comparison of the
pay with the job performed for that pay, six of the comments indicated
that the officers were again comparing civilian pay to military compen-
sation. One officer summarized the general attitude of those officers
well by stating that "they get paid more per hour vrorked than your
7U

average USN officer." Two officers pointed out that generalization was
difficult because civilian pay scales are the same nationwide and "don't
take into account the fact that people are paid more in New York City
than Yuma, Arizona." One of the three officers who said that civilians
are underpaid commented that this "really applies to top level jobs
—
(the government) can't attract hot-runners to GS positions."
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Fxgure 2U A 2ii3
QUESTION: Which statement best describes your attitude concerning the




(a) Generally, civilians are underpaid.
(b) Generally, civilians are paid commen-
surate with the jobs they do.
(c) Generally, civilians are overpaid.
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Included in the questionnaire were three questions related to job
rotation. Question 8 addressed the need for rotation, similar to that
of officers, for civilians in management positions. Question 21
addressed the willingness of those civilians to accept rotational tours.
Question 26 addressed the much-discussed subject of officer rotation
and its impact upon organizations. Although Paulsen did not discuss
civilian rotation directly, he made some general comments on the subject
while devoting considerable research to the effects of officer rotation.
In introducing the subject of officer rotation, Paulsen said:
One difference in the two groups is the frequent rotation of officers
and the relative stability of civilian assignments. This creates
problems but has several advantages. The rotation of officers through
positions of responsibility, supplemented with advanced education,
tends to develop individuals who are qualified for top level and
managerial positions. Some resentment is built up in the civilians
as a result of this situation. Most of the top positions are occu-
pied by officers and opportunities for individual development and
growth of the civilians has been somewhat limited (p. 5-6).
1. Question 8
Statement: "Civilians in management positions should have
rotational tours similar to officer tours."
As stated in Section D of this chapter, Question 8 was among the
questions which were informational and neutral in nature. Therefore,
no hypothesis was developed for this question and it was included solely
to determine officer attitudes on the need for civilian rotation.
Surprisingly, this question prompted more officers to write narrative
comments than any other question in the survey, with 26% of the officers
commenting. Figure 25 summarizes the distribution of the multiple choice
responses supported by those comments. It shows that 52% of the total
population and 50% of the contact population disagreed that civilian
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managers should have rotational tours while only 31$ and 39$, respec-
tively, agreed. Though the total difference in percentage between the
two populations was small, the distribution of the contact population
differed significantly with a much greater percentage strongly disagree-
ing. The fact that 39$ of the officers in the contact population
agreed that civilians should rotate compared to only 31$ of the total
population tended to offset the rise in the percentage expressing strong
disagreement
.
The redistribution which occurred within the contact population
was adequately explained by the narrative comments. Of the 51 comments
received, two-thirds (3U) were from officers who disagreed that
civilians should rotate. Twenty-five of those 3U agreed that civilians
provide the continuity within the organization which thereby permits
officer rotation. The other factor mentioned frequently was the detailed
expertise which the civilians acquire through job stability. Thus, the
officer who had close contact with civilians and experienced first hand
either the importance of continuity or expertise was likely to believe
strongly that civilians should not have rotational tours. Of those
submitting comments in support of civilian rotation, many quialfied their
agreement by suggesting an appropriate number of years between civilian
rotations or saying that civilians should not rotate as frequently as
officers. Others gave advantages of civilian rotation including better
cross-training, more opportunity for advancement, reduction of "empire-
building", elimination of the "home-town" attitude, and providing the
civilian a better appreciation of the military manager's viewpoint.
The officer in the contact population who had seen the negative aspects
of civilian stability was likely to believe that civilian rotation
78

would be profitable. The number of comments stressing continuity, how-
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Statement: "Generally, civilian managers and technical per-
sonnel will move to another city in order to accept a better job."
The hypothesis associated with this question was that most
officers believe civilians are generally geographically immobile and
would therefore disagree with the above statement. However, more
officers expressed no opinion in response to this question than any
other, with \x9% of the total population so responding. Figure 26 shows
that 27$ of the total population agreed and only 19$ disagreed, thereby
disproving the hypothesis. Among the contact population, 38$ expressed
no opinion with 23% agreeing and an almost equal 29$ disagreeing. Only
two officers strongly agreed and were matched by two who strongly dis-
agreed, all four being in the contact population.
Because of the extremely high percentage of officers having no
opinion on the subject of civilian geographical mobility, only 15 com-
ments were received on this question in contrast to the 51 received on
the previous question. Those comments indicated a general attitude
that, although willingness to relocate varies with individuals and the
attractiveness of the new job, most civilians are very reluctant to
break longstanding social relationships, sell their homes, and move.
Thus, the narrative comments alone supported the hypothesis but did not
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Question: "How do you think officer rotation affects the over-
all operation of mixed organizations?"
Paulsen, in summarizing the results of his research on the sub-
ject of officer rotation, said:
The rotation of officers in the joint military-civil service organi-
zation is considered to be too frequent for either efficient manage-
ment or effective training. The officer does not have sufficient
time to learn his new assignment and the capabilities of his personnel
before he is moved to his next assignment. The civil servants are
required to maintain continuity in the organization; however, this
task is extremely difficult when the people to whom they report are
continually changing (p. 28-29).
In response to Paulsen's question "Does the rotation of officers every
two years reduce the effectiveness of the joint military-civil service
organization?", U6 of 87 officers said "yes" and Ul said "no". When
asked if it is possible for an officer to make improvements in the
organization while rotating every two years, 82 said "yes" and only five
said "no". And finally, in response to being asked for the optimum tour
length for efficiency and development, 60 of the 87 officers agreed on
three years (p. 37-38).
Based on Paulsen's findings, the hypothesis for Question 26 of
this survey was that most officers would say rotation hurts the organi-
zation more than helps. Figure 27 shows that the hypothesis was correct
because h6% of the total population indicated that officer rotation hurts
the overall operation of the mixed organization while only 32% indicated
that rotation helps. Among the contact population, the difference was
not quite as great with 1x9% saying rotation hurts the organization and
38^ saying it helps. Eleven percent of the total population and nine
percent of the contact population expressed the opinion that officer
rotation does not affect the operation at all.
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Among the 33 comments on this subject, six were from those
officers who said that rotation does not affect the organization. The
comments did not support that response, however, because some indicated
that the effect depended upon the capabilities of the officer. Others
said that there were both good and bad effects which counterbalance or
that the organization usually could adjust to or survive the adverse
effects of officer rotation. Officers who indicated that rotation helps
most frequently commented that the positive effect of rotation was the
infusion of new ideas and the prevention of organizational stagnation.
Some also commented that rotation helps in personnel matters and provides
civilians the benefit of fleet experience. Those supporting the position
that rotation hurts the organization commented that much effort was
expended in continually training new officers and reorganizing to satisfy
new commanding officers. Many said that frequent rotation not only hurts
the organization but also the individual officers, especially in tech-
nical positions. In opposition to those supporting rotation as a means
of preventing stagnation, one officer commented that rotation actually
causes stagnation because the organization spends much of its time and
effort "reinventing the wheel".
8U
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FIGUR? 27 : DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO QUESTION 26
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J. CIVILIAN PERSONNEL REGULATIONS
In recent years, the discussion and criticism of civilian personnel
regulations has increased with the sizeable increase in the number of
new regulations related to equal employment opportunity, individual
privacy, freedom of information, unionization, and other such areas.
Because of this increase in the popularity of the subject, two questions
concerning civilian personnel regulations were included in the ques-
tionnaire. The two questions were complimentary and had the underlying
hypotheses that most officers believe the civil service laws and regu-
lations are a hindrance to effective management thereby making it
extremely difficult to, among other things, remove an incompetent
civilian from the organization.
1. Question 17
Statement: "Generally, the laws and regulations concerning
civil service personnel are a hindrance to effective management."
Figure 28 shows that $1% of the total population of respondents
agreed with that statement compared with only 13^ who disagreed, a ratio
of more than three to one. Only three officers strongly disagreed
while ten times that number strongly agreed. Among the contact popula-
tion, the percentage of officers disagreeing increased by eight while
the percentage agreeing only increased by five, which was surprising.
However, the percentage strongly agreeing increased by eight while the
percentage disagreeing only increased by one. Among both populations,
the percentage of those officers expressing no opinion was extremely
high, approaching one third of the total population. In spite of that,
it was very clear that the hypothesis that most officers believe civil
service regulations to be a hindrance to effective management was confirmed.
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This question prompted comments from 32 officers, only five
of -whom disagreed that the regulations are a hindrance. A"n of those
comments were different with one officer who expressed strong disagree-
ment stating that the "laws and regs. are designed to protect the
individual from abuse and to protect his rights," The others said
that they are an excellent guide, that problems are "strictly due to
(the) administrative chain of command", or that the civilian regulations
are no worse than military regulations. One said, "if you know the
system, you can manage effectively." Ten of those supporting the posi-
tion that the regulations are a hindrance addressed the difficulty of
eliminating incompetent civilian personnel from an organization. Some
expressed a special annoyance with union regulations. Several officers,
while acknowledging the regulations are a hindrance, admitted that they
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Question: "How difficult would it be to dismiss a civilian who
has previously completed the probationary period but -whom you judge to
be incompetent?"
Officers in both the total population and the contact population
overwhelmingly confirmed the hypothesis that officers believe dismissing
an incompetent civilian after the completion of the probationary period
would be difficult. As shown in Figure 29, 72$ of the total population
and Ql% of the contact population confirmed the hypothesis while only
nine percent and 11$, respectively, denied it. Four of the narrative
comments indicated that some officers selected an answer based on
personal moral feelings rather than solely in consideration of the
personnel regulations as the question intended. Although these few
comments pointed out a weakness in the question, 30 other comments
indicated that most of the respondents understood the correct intent.
However, the question should have stated that response was to be based
on consideration of the regulations rather than on the respondent's
personal feelings toward performing the unpleasant task of dismissing
an employee. Another indication that most officers understood the
question was the correlation between the responses to the previous
question and this one. Ninety-one percent of the officers who indicated
in response to Question 17 that civilian personnel regulations are a
hindrance to effective management also indicated in response to this
question that dismissing a civilian would be difficult. Also important
was the fact that approximately half of both populations indicated
strong opinion on the subject by choosing "very difficult" rather than
"relatively difficult" as the most appropriate response.
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The comments on this question covered a variety of topics
related to the subject. Some indicated the need for complete support
of all levels of supervision above the employee plus a very well docu-
mented case before dismissal would be possible. Others said the pro-
cess was so time-consuming that a two-year tour was not long enough
for an officer to make a judgement and carry the action through to
completion. One officer simply said dismissing a civilian was
"impossible", and another characterized it as "the government's big-
gest problem." One officer pointed out, however, that dismissing an
incompetent civilian was "not nearly as hard as firing a bad chief."
Some said a more feasible approach would be to transfer the incom-
petent to an area in which he was competent rather than dismiss him.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
The attitudes of Naval officers toward civil service management and
technical personnel as determined by this research are summarized by the
following statements:
Competence and Motivation
The majority of Naval officers have the attitude that:
—Civilian managers and technical employees are competent
—Civilians usually have self-motivation
—Civilians have adequate education and training for their jobs
--Civilians perform well when working under stressful conditions
—Civilians have positive attitudes toward their jobs, but
—Civilians are not willing to work more than iiO hours per week
in order to do a good job.
Personal Relationships
The majority of officers expressed the opinion that:
—Officers desire to develop friendships with civilians
—Civilians also desire to develop friendships with officers





The majority of officers have the attitude that:
—More civilians appreciate than resent the officers with whom
they work
—Officers work well with civilians
—The commanding officer of a mixed military-civilian organi-
zation should have a military executive officer rather than a
civilian deputy
—Civilians should hold the jobs immediately below the command-
ing and executive officers in a mixed organization
—Younger military officers often have difficulty effectively
supervising older civilian employees
—Civilians wait out the transfer of commanding officers to
avoid doing things with which they disagree
—Civilians have professional goals very similar to the goals
of officers.
Pay
The majority of officers believe that:
—Civilians are paid more than officers for performing comparable
jobs





The majority of officers have the attitude that:
—-Civilian managers should not have rotational tours similar to
officer tours
—Civilians will move to another city in order to accept a
better job
--Officer rotation hurts the overall operation of a mixed
organization more than it helps.
Civilian Personnel Regulations
The majority of officers expressed the opinion that:
—Civilian personnel regulations are a hindrance to effective
management
—Removing an incompetent civilian from the job is very diffi-
cult,
B. CONCLUSIONS
This research led to three major conclusions. The first conclusion
was that "the sandcrab syndrome" is more fiction than fact. The major
hypothesis that the average Naval officer has a negative attitude toward
his civilian counterpart was shown to be generally erroneous. A second
important conclusion was that close professional contact of officers
with civilians generally improves the officers' attitudes toward
civilians. Finally, with the one major exception discussed in Part B
of Chapter V, the survey vehicle used in this research was shown to be
a generally effective method for ascertaining the attitudes of officers.
9U

The high rate of response and the quantity of comments submitted indi-
cated both an interest in this subject among Naval officers and the
effectiveness of the questionnaire. This research was considered a
success, but it should be only a starting point fqr much broader
research aimed at the reduction of the misunderstandings and friction
which do exist in military-civilian organizations, thereby providing a






Attitudes of U.S. Naval Officers toward Civil Service Employees
Instructions:
1. Please answer all questions.
2. Circle only one answer to each question.
3. Choose the answer which most nearly expresses your own opinion.
km Relate your attitude to managerial and technical civil servants only
—
not clerical or secretarial employees.
1. How many years have you directly supervised civilian employees?
(a) none (d) 7-10 years
(b) less than 3 years (e) more than 10 years
(c) 3-6 years
2. Kow many years have you been under the direct supervision of a
civilian manager?
(a) none (d) 7-10 years
(b) less than 3 years (e) more than 10 years
(c) 3-6 years
3. Which statement most closely describes your general attitude toward
civilian managers and technicians in the mixea military-civilian organization?
(a) Very positive—most civil servants are good employees.
(b) Positive—There are more good civil servants than not.
(c) Neutral—About half are good and half are not.
(d) Negative—There are more not good than good.
(e) Very negative—Kost civil servants are not good employees.
U. What contributed most to this general attitude?
(a) Personal close involvement with civil servants.
(b) Personal irregular involvement with civil servants.
(c) Observation of civil servants.
(d) Discussions with other officers.
(e) Other factors such as self-study and the new media.
5. Which answer most closely describes your attitude?
"I work very well with civil servants."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion (or not applicable)
6. "I generally have no desire to develop social relationships with the
civil servants with whom I work."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree




7. How would you generally rate the competence of civil service managers
and technicians in the positions they occupy?
(a) Most are competent.
(b) More are competent than incompetent.
(c) About half are competent and half are incompetent.
(d) More are incompetent than competent.
(e) Most are incompetent.
8. How would you generally characterize the attitudes of civil servants
toward the positions they occupy?
(a) Most have a good attitude.
(b) More have a good attitude than bad.
(c) About half have a good attitude and half do not.
(d) More have a bad attitude than good.
(e) Most have a bad attitude.
9. How would you describe the pay civil servants receive related to the
positions they occupy?
(a) Most are underpaid.
(b) Most are paid commensurate with their positions.
(c) Most are overpaid.
(d) Most are either overpaid or underpaid.
(e) I do not know what most civil servants are paid.
10. "Civil servants who occupy positions comparable to mine receive more
compensation (considering both pay and fringe benefits) than I do."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
11. "Most civil servants do not have adequate education and training for
the positions they occupy."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
12. "Most civil servants have very little self-motivation."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
13. "Most civil servants perform well under stress."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
llx, "Most civil servants would move to a new location in order to accept a
better position."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree




15. In general, how would you describe the attitude of civil servants
toward military officers in a mixed military-civilian organization?
(a) Most civil servants resent officers.
(b) More civil servants resent than appreciate officers.
(c) About half of the civil servants resent and half appreciate officers,
(d) More civil servants appreciate than resent officers.
(e) Most civil servants appreciate officers.
16. "Younger military officers often have difficulty effectively supervising
older civil servants simply because of the age difference."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
17. "Military commanding officers should have civilian deputies."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
18. How would you describe your familiarity with civil service personnel
regulations?
(a) Great familiarity (d) Little familiarity
(b) Considerable familiarity (e) No familiarity
(c) Some familiarity
19. "Civil servants in management positions should have rotational tours
similar to officer tours."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
20. "Civil servants should not hold high management positions in a mixed
military-civilian organization."
(a.) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
21. How do you think officer rotation affects the overall operation of
of mixed organizations?
(a) Helps greatly (d) Hurts more than helps
(b) Helps more than hurts (e) Hurts greatly
(c) Does not affect at all
22. Do you think civil servants wait out the transfer of an officer to avoid
doing something with which they disagree?
(a) Very often (d) Seldom
(b) Often (e) Very seldom
(c) Sometimes but not a common practice
23. "Civil servants in positions comparable to mine usually have personal
goals very similar to my goals."
(a) Strongly agree Id) Disagree




2ii. "Civil servants in positions comparable to mine usually have professional
goals very similar to my goals."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
25>. "Most civil servants do not want to develop friendships with officers.' 1
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
26. "Most civil servants are willing to work the number of hours needed to
do a good job even if it requires more than UO hours per week."
(a) Strongly agree (d) Disagree
(b) Agree (e) Strongly disagree
(c) No opinion
27. How difficult would it be to dismiss a civil servant who has previously
completed the probationary period but whom you judge to be incompetent?
(a) Very easy (d) Very difficult
(b) Relatively easy (e) Impossible
(c) Relatively difficult
28. Please provide the following biographical data:
Present rank:




Please fill out the attached questionaire and briefly answer the following
questions for me:
1. How long did it take? minutes.
2. Were the instructions clear? If not, suggestions?
3. Were there questions you did not understand? Which and why?
U. Were there questions you did not like? Which and why'






Your Attitudes Toward Civil Service Managerial and Technical Employees
Instructions:
1. Please answer all questions.
2. Indicate only one answer to each question.
3. Choose the answer which most nearly expresses your own attitude.
U. Relate your attitude to managerial and technical civil service
personnel only
—
not secretarial or clerical employees.
5. Use space provided for comments only if you desire.
1. How many years have you directly supervised civilian managerial and
technical employees?
years
2. How many years have you been under the direct supervision of a
civilian manager?
years








U. Which contributed most to your general attitude?
(a) Regular personal interaction with civilians (daily work
environment )
.
(b) Occasional personal interaction with civilians.
(c) Observation of civilians.
(d) Discussions with other officers.
(e) Other factors such as self-study and the news media.
Comments:
5. In general, how would you describe the attitude of civilians toward
military officers in a mixed military-civilian organization?
(a) Most civilians appreciate officers.
(b) More civilians appreciate than resent officers.
(c) Some appreciate, some resent—no general pattern.
(d) More civilians resent than appreciate officers.




6. Vftiich answer most closely describes your attitude?
"I work very well with civilians."
(a) Strongly agree
(b) Agree




7. "The military commanding officer of a mixed military-civilian organ-








8. "Civilians in management positions should have rotational tours







9. "Civilians should hold the jobs immediately below the commanding

















11. "Generally, civilians have enough education and training for








12. "Considering both pay and fringe benefits, military officers







13 • "I generally have no desire to develop off-hours social relation-















15. "Civilians in jobs comparable to mine usually have personal goals









16. "Civilians in jobs comparable to mine usually have professional








17. "Generally, the laws and regulations concerning civil service







18. "Civilians generally perform well when working under stressful







19. "Most civilian managers and technical personnel are willing to
work the number of hours needed to do a good job even if it requires







20. "Younger military officers often have difficulty effectively









21. "Generally, civilian managers and technical personnel will move







22. How would you generally characterize the attitudes of civilian
managers and technical employees toward their own jobs?
(a) Most have a positive attitude.
(b) More have a positive attitude than negative.
(c) There is no apparent general attitude.
(d) More have a negative attitude than positive.
(e) Most have a negative attitude.
Comments:
23. 7Which statement best describes your attitude concerning the pay
civilians receive compared to the jobs they do?
(a) Generally, civilians are underpaid.
(b) Generally, civilians are paid commensurate with the jobs they do,
(c) Generally, civilians are overpaid.
(d) I do not know what most civilians are paid.
(e) No opinion
Comments:
2h. How difficult would it be to dismiss a civilian who has previously








25. Do you think civilians wait out the transfer of a commanding officer









26. How do you think officer rotation affects the overall operation
of mixed organizations?
(a) Helps greatly
(b) Helps more than hurts
(c) Does not affect at all
(d) Hurts more than helps
(e) Hurts greatly
Comments:
27. Please provide the following biographical data;
Present rank:







From: Dr. J. W. Creighton, Professor
Administrative Sciences Department
To:
Subject: Research Assistance, request for
Encl: U.S. Naval Officer Questionaire
One of your fellow NPS students is conducting thesis research on the attitudes of U.S.
Naval officers toward Navy civilian employees. The attached questionaire is an important
part of that research.
The accuracy and validity of the research is dependent on your cooperation in com-
pleting and returning the questionaire. It is also dependent on your unbiased answers.
Therefore, explanatory information concerning the research is not included in the
Memorandum.
Completion of the entire questionaire will require only a few minutes of your time
and will be greatly appreciated.
When you have completed the questionaire, fold it in half so the return address is
visible and place it in the box on the shelf in the SMC. It may also be placed in any guard
mail box. If you desire to remain anonymous, remove this memorandum prior to returning
the questionaire. If you do not desire to participate, please place the blank questionaire
in the box in the SMC rather than discarding it.
Thank you for your time and assistance.

APPENDIX E
Narrative Descriptions of Officer Designator Codes
Officer Designator Code Officer Description





UL Officer—Naval Flight Officer
Engineering Duty Officer (Ship)
Aeronautical Engineering Duty Officer
(Aeronautical Engineering)
Aeronautical Engineering Duty Officer
(Aviation Maintenance)
Special Duty Officer (Cryptology)
Special Duty Officer (Intelligence)
Special Duty Officer (Geophysics)
Medical Service Corps Officer
Supply Corps Officer
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